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Learn lessons from my 50 years in
marketing as a business owner. This is not
an academic book of all theories, these are
both real-life marketing campaigns that I
did for my businesses. My first direct mail
marketing campaign had great success. It
launched the family business that lasted for
decades. The results were so good from
that first campaign that my father quit his
job as a milkman and when into the
business full-time. He had made his entire
years income as a milkman in six weeks in
the new business. I had wanted to get a
job as a newspaper delivery boy but my
father said they never pay you on time if
you want to do something make a flyer for
me. I went to the Sunday comics and I
traced out Mutt and Jeff raking up grass
and then I hand drew the letters of my first
flyer. It was then mimeographed on a
Gestener mimeograph and I hand-delivered
it with my friends. The results were
outstanding I was 10 years old! This
experience ignited my lifelong passion
with marketing. The school principal
wanted report report me to the police for
dealing grass. He had heard I had all this
cash and I had four vehicles that I was
driving to school. I explained to him that I
had borrowed an aerator from my dads
company and was aerating grass after
school. Yeah so how much money could
you make aerating lawns? I told him I was
doing 15 lawns a night at $20 each. He
said thats $300 a night! Do You know how
much money I make a month as your
teacher? I said no Ive never had a job!
$600 a month and I have a university
degree. This was in 1972 when I was 16
years old. When the first cell phones came
out they were a 2 pound brick phone which
had virtually no memory. I created a
QuikCall wallet directory so they can order
their wallet make calls. I created and
developed many different versions of them
including a dollar bill size it fit in the
wallet like money. When smart phones
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came along I redesigned it for Digital. I
always done extensive direct-mail and then
advertised in newspapers.
I then
discovered that I could put my own
magazine together. I developed Home and
Leisure Magazine.
I developed it
differently than any other magazine
because it was designed by an advertiser. I
wanted to give the other advertisers a deal
that I didnt have to chase them for money. I
gave my wholesale rate full page full color
covering the entire upper income homes of
the city for $500 a month. This was a
fraction of what any other magazine was.
With this simple twist I changed my
biggest cost to my largest profit center. I
had a 95% renewal rate because it would
give up such a great deal. I explained to
them that with traditional advertising, 70%
of the dollars they paid was
for
salespeople to find you, sell you and collect
from you. I eliminated all that cost and
passed the saving onto them. Over the last
eight years I developed digital marketing
on a totally different scale. I developed
logo branding marketing so that when
people look for what you do, your Logo
appears in the first page of Google. This
was effective around the world.
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